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For eleven-year-old Peter Andersen and his twin sister Elise, living in the city of Helsingor,

Denmark during World War 2 means German soldiers in the streets, German patrol boats in

the harbor, and German fighter planes in the sky. Everyone is nervous, especially their Jewish

friend Henrik and his parents. Of course, before the invasion, no one in Denmark cared

whether a person was Jewish. But now the Nazis are secretly rounding up all of the Jews who

live in Denmark and sending them to prison camps in Germany. Suddenly, Henrik and his

family must escape! Sweden offers the only place of refuge, but with soldiers lurking the streets

and Nazi boats patrolling the sea, only a miracle can get the Jews to safety!
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Epilogue …1War MessagesAugust 1943The clock was ringing right in his ear, from

somewhere under the pillow. It almost felt like an electric shock, and eleven �year �old Peter

Andersen jerked up, reached under the pillow, and snapped off the alarm. He sat in bed for a

minute, caught his breath, and listened to make sure his parents or sister weren’t making any

noises. All quiet, except for his dad’s soft, rattly snoring from down the hall. It had to be almost

midnight, the time he had set his alarm to go off.Crawling out of bed, Peter peeked out from

behind his window shade and looked up and down the deserted cobblestone street below.Any

German patrols?At this hour of the night, soldiers would be the only ones out on the street.

They usually came in pairs, strolling along between the tall, narrow buildings, looking as if they

owned the world. Good, he thought. No one in sight.Peter looked again in the direction of the

big old Church of Saint Mary, and past that, Helsingor Harbor. He couldn’t see it in the

darkness, and there were no lights on down in the street.Would Henrik be awake?As his eyes

got used to the dim August moonlight, he tried to remember whose turn it was to start the

message. He pulled out his silver �colored metal flashlight from underneath his bed, waited by

the window, and shivered in his pajamas.A minute went by, then two; then a faint yellow light

blinked twice through a corridor of buildings. Peter scanned the street once more, making

double sure no soldiers were passing below. All clear again.After two months of practice, it had

become a lot easier to pick out the little patterns of light from a flashlight three blocks away.

One short blink. Two long. A long and a short. Each set of blinks, long or short, stood for a

letter in Morse code, which Peter and his best friend, Henrik Melchior, had memorized over the

summer.Peter whispered out the letters as they blinked. “H.E.Y. A.R.E. Y.O.U. T.H.E.R.E.”One

more check down on the street before he blinked back a reply. The strolling soldiers never



seemed to look up much, but if they did, it would not be a nice surprise to have them see a

blinking light in his window. After sundown, everyone was supposed to keep their windows

completely dark. Peter pointed his flashlight back in the direction of the first blinking light and

worked the switch back and forth, back and forth.O.F. C.O.U.R.S.E. I.M. H.E.R.E.Dumb

question, he thought. Have I ever been late for a signal? Not counting the time my alarm didn’t

go off, or the time I couldn’t get the flashlight to work. He continued blinking the light.S.O.

A.R.E. Y.O.U. R.E.A.D.Y. F.O.R. T.H.E. P.R.A.C.T.I.C.E. R.A.C.E. T.O.M.O.R.R.O.W.Peter almost

missed several of the letters, but he got the message through.I.M. R.E.A.D.Y., Henrik flashed

back. S.O. I.S. M.Y. B.I.R.D. T.O.O. B.A.D. A.B.O.U.T. Y.O.U.R.S.Peter grinned in the dark.

Typical Henrik. He was always Mr. Competition, wanting to go head to head. So okay, we’ll see

whose homing pigeon wins the race tomorrow. My bird is just as fast, and he knows it.W.E.

W.I.L.L. S.E.E. T.O.M.O.R.R.O.W. M.O.R.N.I.N.G. A.N.D. M.A.Y. T.H.E. B.E.S.T. B.I.R.D. W.I.—

There was a noise out in the hallway, as if someone had gotten up. Peter snapped the

flashlight off in mid �blink, yanked down the heavy canvas shade, rolled back into bed, pulled the

covers over his head, and pretended to be asleep. He heard his door squeak open, and there

was no sound except his father’s breathing. Peter held his breath. Then the door closed again,

and the shuffling went back down the hall toward his parents’ room.That was too close, thought

Peter. He would have to explain to Henrik in the morning. Peter’s dad did a lot of midnight

checking around the house lately, especially since the war had started. He would check the

windows to make sure the shades were pulled all the way down, then he would peek outside,

and Peter’s mom would ask if anybody was out there, and they would worry about everything

all over again.Worry, worry. Peter thought everyone in the little country of Denmark was

worrying these days. His parents worried about how much food they could get, and they

worried about the German soldiers all over their city. They even worried about Peter’s friend

Henrik, whose family was Jewish. Peter overheard them talking about it once, and at first, it

didn’t make any sense to him. No one in Denmark had ever seemed to care about who was

Jewish (there were only a few thousand in the country) and who was Lutheran. But from what

Peter’s father said, the Germans thought a different way about the Jews, as if the Jews were to

blame for every problem in the whole world or something. The Germans didn’t want anyone to

know how they captured Jews in other parts of Europe, said Mr. Andersen—whole families and

everything—and how they took them to prison camps, even killed them. Peter was way too

afraid to talk about anything like that with Henrik.He did understand what he could see, though:

German soldiers in the streets, German boats in the harbor, sometimes German planes in the

sky. They had just raced into the country about three years ago—when Peter and his twin

sister, Elise, were eight—with tanks and planes and ships, and they had completely taken over.

They didn’t ask or anything. Denmark was a little country, and the Danes didn’t have much to

fight back with. “They’ll leave again after they get what they want,” Mr. Andersen said one night

at dinner, right after the invasion.He did say that once, and Peter remembered it. But when he

and Elise asked him more questions, their father wouldn’t talk about it anymore. “We’re just

trying to keep things as normal as we can for you two,” he said, closing the book on the subject.

The way he looked at them, serious and sad, told Peter not to ask anything else.But now that

Peter and Elise had just turned eleven, the Germans were still around, and Peter wondered

how much longer it would go on. The war. They must not have gotten what they wanted yet. He

lay awake, trying to fall asleep, trying to remember anything else his dad had said. After a

while, though, he gave up. Pigeon races were more fun to think about than wars.May the best

bird win, Henrik. Before long he heard his dad snoring again.2Numbers One, Two, and

ThreeToo excited to sleep, Peter lay in his bed, thinking back to the year before—1942—the



year their birds had hatched. The first problem had been figuring out names for the ugly things.

But Elise solved that on a Saturday morning when they were in their grandfather’s boathouse,

down by the harbor.They had already waited twenty �one long days from the time the eggs were

laid until they hatched. Then when they did, everyone was excited—but kind of disappointed,

too.“Boy, are those things ugly,” said Peter, wrinkling his nose at the three squirming creatures

and bending down for a closer look. “They don’t even open their eyes.” He didn’t mention that

they were fat and blubbery with splotches of fluffy down here and there, or that they were

mostly blue. Elise looked closely when Maxine (the mom) left the nest to get a drink.“Yeah,”

agreed Henrik, combing his jet black hair with his left hand. He wasn’t blond and blue �eyed like

Peter and Elise, but instead had the sharp, dark features that hinted strongly at his Jewish

background. “I can see their veins and everything. And look at those crazy crooked beaks. Are

you sure they’re not baby vultures?”“Maybe they’re part vulture,” said Peter. “It’s just too bad

they can’t come out cute and fuzzy, like a baby chick or something.”“Well, you sure weren’t

born cute and fuzzy,” snapped Elise. She and Peter had grown up sharing a lot of things, and

they were still quite close. But sometimes when they all got together with Henrik, Peter found

his sister getting irritated at some of the things he said. Like now.“So how do you know?” asked

Peter, looking up at her with a grin. “Were you there or something?”“As a matter of fact, I was,”

she shot back. “For about a whole half an hour before you, don’t forget.”“How can I, when you

remind me about it once a week?”Peter and Elise had faces that looked much the same, with

their mom’s long, straight nose and their dad’s steel blue eyes. And they were both kind of

skinny, with knobby elbows and knees. The main difference was that she had passed him up

on the height chart in the living room two years earlier, something Peter tried to forget but

couldn’t. He also tried to forget that technically she was older than he was.Peter and Elise’s

grandfather, who was working on a piece of wood, only laughed at the conversation. “They’re

ugly, all right. But give them a few months. Six months. They’ll be flying around, growing

feathers, and turning into big, beautiful homing pigeons.”They looked over at the ugly chicks’

parents, who liked to strut around in the sunlight coming in from the window. The neck feathers

of the birds turned different colors in the sun—green and blue mostly. In the case of the three

new birds, this would have to be like the Hans Christian Andersen story where the ugly

duckling turns into a beautiful swan.“Yeah,” said Henrik. “But what are we going to call them

now?”“How about the name Thor for one of them?” suggested Peter. He had been studying

myths in school, which is how he thought of the name. He picked up a broom to sweep the

floor a little, waiting for somebody to react to his suggestion. Elise held the end of a board for

Grandfather at the workbench, looking thoughtful.“Nah,” said Henrik. “It should fit with the other

two names, like the Three Musketeers or something. And besides, that sounds too much like a

Norse myth.”“It’s supposed to,” replied Peter. “So how about Trusty?”“Dog’s name,” said Henrik,

giving a thumbs �down sign.“Checkers?”“Uh �uh.”“Lightning?”“Forget it.”“Tic, Tac, and Toe?”Henrik

just groaned while Elise and Grandfather kept working.“Those are my suggestions,” said Peter,

shrugging. “I can’t think of anything else.”No one said anything for a couple of minutes, and the

only sound was Grandfather’s steady sawing.“Um... how about if we call them Shadrach,

Meshach, and Abednego?” Henrik said finally.Peter thought he hadn’t heard that right. “Huh?”

he said. “What language is that?”“You know, from the Bible story?” Henrik looked amazed that

his friend didn’t know. “The one where they get thrown into a furnace, but they don’t burn up?

Didn’t they teach you that one at your church?”Peter’s family didn’t go to the Lutheran church

much, except on holidays like Christmas and Easter, the same as everyone else. Henrik

seemed to know a lot more Bible stories than either Peter or Elise did.“I must have missed that

week,” said Peter quickly, a little embarrassed. “Anyway, there’s no way I can pronounce those



names.”Henrik sighed and went back to looking out at the harbor through the little window.“I

have an idea,” announced Elise. Grandfather picked up his board, and she clapped the

sawdust from her hands. “Henrik’s bird was born—I mean hatched—first, right?”“Right,” said

Henrik, turning around. “And he’s still the best �looking one.”“What do you mean?” interrupted

Peter. “Yours hardly has its eyes open, and it can’t hold its head up, and it looks all deformed

—”“Deformed? Yours is the one that’s deformed, with all that blubber!”Elise raised her hands,

like a soccer referee. She was in the same grade as Henrik and Peter and probably smarter

than both of them. They wouldn’t admit it, though, at least not yet. She knew all the capitals of

Europe by heart, and she often had to help Peter with his math. Her teachers at school said

she was “gifted.” That was okay, Peter thought, as long as she didn’t get bossy about it. Mostly

he and Henrik listened to her ideas. Mostly. After all, she was the brain of the family.“Okay,” she

said. “We can hardly tell them apart just now. But since you two can’t agree on a name, why

don’t we give them numbers?”Henrik and Peter both looked at her as if maybe this was not one

of her genius ideas. Grandfather Andersen started sawing on a new board, and Peter could tell

he was listening, too.“But they already are going to have numbers,” Peter said to her.

“Grandfather has the little rings ready.” He was talking about three little aluminum rings his

grandfather had out on the shelf, ready to slip around each bird’s right leg. Grandfather had

pulled the bands out of one of the drawers, the ones that were filled with bronze screws, bolts,

small tools, and a whole collection of little orphaned things.Elise still sounded sure of herself. “I

know that, silly. Henrik’s bird is going to be number 3341, yours is 3342, and mine is 3343. But

I don’t mean we should call them by their full numbers. We’ll just call the first one Number One,

the second one Number Two, and mine Number Three.”Henrik and Peter just looked at each

other, this time without their annoyed looks.“What do you think?” asked Grandfather, who had

picked up the rings. “Do you boys have any better ideas?”Peter shrugged. “I guess not. Sounds

good to me, even if it is a little different.”“I like different names,” said Henrik, looking over at

Elise. “They’re better than Trusty or Spot.”She smiled back, the way she did when the boys

finally came around to her ideas. Not “I told you so” but more like “What took you so long to

figure it out?”So with Grandfather’s help, Peter held the helpless little birds as Elise and Henrik

gently pulled the toes of their tiny feet backward and slipped the rings over their legs.“Looks

too big,” observed Henrik when the rings were in place.“They’ll grow faster than you think,” said

Grandfather.Later, they gave Number One, Number Two, and Number Three a special feed

dish all their own. Then over the next year, they worked at training them to be real homing

pigeons. They kept busy with the birds every day after school and on the weekends.It took

them a while to get the birds used to going through the bars, though. Even before the little

pigeons learned how to fly well, Henrik climbed up on the roof of the shed and pushed them

gently through the little hole with one �way bars, one at a time, until they had figured out how to

do it themselves. It was kind of like a miniature jailhouse window, except that the bars swung in

from the top. After a few weeks, they started learning how to get right back to the shed, where

Elise would be waiting with their favorite treat, dried peas, in her hand. Gradually, the training

flights got longer and longer until the three birds knew exactly how to come back home and go

right into the shed, without standing around on the roof, making messes.Grandfather told Peter

once that before the war he used to have a lot more messes, with twenty birds—all of them

racing champions at one time or another. He had neatly pinned blue ribbons in a row on the

wall inside his shed, proof of his stories. He had a lot of stories. But that was before—before

Peter had a story of his own. Thinking back to that year, it all seemed like a long, long time

ago.3The First RacePeter slept in a little. When he finally woke up, it wasn’t to his alarm clock

but to something else. Out at the entrance to the harbor, the foghorn blasted every nineteen



seconds. He lay awake, counting the same way he had since he was a little boy. Seventeen,

eighteen, nineteen, blast. One, two, three, four... crack!He jumped out of bed, snapped up the

shade, and threw open the window. Everything seemed drippy and clammy outside.“Hey, are

you trying to break the window or something?” he yelled down at Henrik.Henrik was standing in

the middle of the foggy street, with his hands on his hips and a grin on his face. He was taller

than Peter, maybe as tall as Elise, and he looked like a professional soccer player as he

juggled a pebble between his feet. He was always grinning like that, and when he came to

wake Peter up, he usually pretended not to know anything about the pebbles he threw up at the

window to get Peter’s attention. Peter scratched his head, looking down at the street. One of

these days he’s going to break the windowpane, and then he’ll be sorry.“You’re just sleeping

the day away,” Henrik shouted back. “It’s late!”Peter popped his head back inside, followed by a

patch of cool fog. His alarm clock said seven. He pulled yesterday’s slightly wrinkled shirt on

before he leaned out again.“What do you mean late?” he shouted once more. “You call seven

late?”“I don’t call seven on a Saturday morning late at all,” said Mr. Andersen from the hallway.

“You can stop shouting out the window before you wake all the neighbors.”From the sound of it,

he wasn’t kidding. Peter turned around and lowered his voice. “Sorry,” he said to the door.“And

now that we’re all awake,” added Peter’s mother, “you can come for breakfast.”“But we’re going

to take the birds out this morning on a race.” Peter opened up his door to the hallway. Both his

parents were standing there, looking half asleep.“How are you going to fly the birds, anyway, in

this fog?” asked his father. He was still in his pajamas.Peter went back over to the window

again to check if there was any blue sky showing yet. There was, just a little. At least, it didn’t

look totally foggy.“It’ll burn off in an hour or so,” Peter told his dad. “That will give us just enough

time to bike out to the Marienlyst.”The Marienlyst—Mary’s Resort—was the grand old hotel

north of the city, the one that looked out on the Sound and Sweden. To get there, Peter and

Henrik would have to ride up the coast, past the famous Kronborg Castle. It was a ride they

had made several times before with Elise.“Hmm,” said Mr. Andersen, scratching his morning

beard. He still wasn’t fully awake. “Well, you better get something to eat before you leave. And

stay away from any soldiers out there.”Peter nodded, barely paying attention. “We have to

hurry, though,” he said. “Henrik is waiting outside with the birds.”The boys had decided to take

their two birds in the basket, let them go at the seaside resort, and see which of the birds made

it back to the coop first. Elise, who was reading a big book for school over the weekend, had

said she didn’t want to come this time, but she would judge the finish. It would cost Peter,

though.“Okay, but what will you give me if I do it?” she had asked him the day before, when

they were trying to figure out how to do the race.“I thought you would do it out of the goodness

of your little sister’s heart,” he said, getting on his knees.“Maybe...” She crossed her arms and

grinned. “But if I did, it would be out of the goodness of my big sister’s heart.”“Whatever,” said

Peter, clutching her ankles and untying her shoelaces. She yanked her foot out of the way. “So

how about it, sweet, lovable, tall, little sister?”Peter ended up doing the dishes an extra day for

Elise, which both of them thought was a pretty good trade.“I still wish she would have

volunteered, though,” Peter mumbled to himself as he shoveled down a piece of bread with

cheese and downed a glass of milk. There was a tapping on the door downstairs at the street,

and he ran to his bedroom window again to tell Henrik to wait. His window was almost straight

above the outside door.“Come on, hurry up!” Henrik hissed from the street below. He had the

wicker fishing basket they used for hauling the pigeons strapped to the back of his bike. One of

the birds poked its little head out of the small square hole in the top, and Henrik was jumping

up and down now, bouncing on his bicycle seat.“Okay, okay, I’ll be right down.”Peter hurried

down the hallway to the small washroom, splashed some water in his face, then sprinted back



to his room. Elise still wasn’t awake. Or at least she hadn’t moved yet from her bed when he

peeked into her room. Sleepyhead. Just in case she hadn’t awakened, Peter slammed his

bedroom door for effect. That worked; she started to roll over and make a noise. Pulling on a

pair of pants and a gray sweater that his mother had knitted, he listened for her.“Hey, Elise, are

you awake?” Peter hollered through the wall.No answer.“Elise, wake up. You’ve got to be ready

for the race, and we’re leaving now.”He thought she must have been pretending not to hear.

She has to be awake by now.“Come on, Elise. I’m not going to do your dishes for you if you

don’t come through for the race.” He poked his head into her little closet of a room. At that, she

sat up, looking very sleepy.“When are you going to let them go?” she asked, rubbing the sleep

out of her eyes. Elise was usually a morning person, but not today.“It’s going to take us about

an hour to get up to the Marienlyst Hotel,” he said, feeling more impatient every minute. Henrik

was waiting. “Maybe less if we go by the water. Henrik is outside with the birds right now.”“So

what time again?” she asked.“Okay, listen. It’s quarter to seven now, so we’ll let them go

around eight or eight �fifteen, or as soon as it’s all clear. Then it will only take Number One and

Number Two a few minutes to fly back.”“What if they take longer?” she asked.“What if they do?

I don’t know. Just be ready down at the boathouse to see which one makes it through the trap

door first. Take a clock down with you, too, and write down what time the birds make it

back.”“Okay, Peter,” she grumbled, “but you’re making it too complicated for yourself.”“But not

for your genius brain. Don’t forget, I’m doing your dishes. Just be sure to get it right, okay? The

second they poke their little heads into the trap door...”“Okay, okay, Mr. General. I get the

message.”Peter started for the door.“Peter, is your friend still outside?” asked his mother.

Everybody was up by then, including Elise. “You go tell Henrik to come in for something to eat,

if he hasn’t already had breakfast.”“But, Mom, we’ve got to get riding,” he said, knowing he

would not win the argument. Besides, she was heating up a little oatmeal on the stove, and it

actually smelled pretty good. Maybe just a bite.“Ride, nothing. You’re going to get something

into your stomach besides a piece of bread. Now go get Henrik.”A minute later they were all

wolfing down bowls of steaming oatmeal topped with a shot of milk. There was no butter to

melt over it, but oatmeal was one thing the Andersen family seemed to have plenty of. No one

had ever known Henrik to turn down a meal, even though, as he said between mouthfuls, “We

really ought to be going.” Mrs. Andersen answered with another spoonful of oatmeal in their

bowls. She didn’t need to ask.By then Peter’s father had come shuffling out again, yawning and

scratching his weekend stubble of beard. He was a tall man, and his sandy hair always stood

straight up when he first got out of bed. He sat down at the table with the boys to his own bowl

of oatmeal.“Ouch,” he cried, fanning his mouth. “That bite went down a little too quickly.”“You’re

as bad as the boys,” scolded his wife. “Now all of you, slow down. It’s not a race.”That’s exactly

what it was, but Peter didn’t say that to his mother. Henrik was already scooting his chair out

from the table, and he would be down the stairs, two at a time, in a second.“Thanks so much

for the breakfast, Mrs. Andersen.” At least he sounded polite, even if he did eat and run. Peter

ran after him, down to where the family’s bikes were parked just inside the door at the foot of

the stairs. There was a small, dark courtyard behind another door that opened to the street.

The door slammed behind them, and the two boys were out on the narrow street, wheeling

their way through the lifting fog. The race was finally going to happen.The old city sat by the

ocean as if it belonged there, and it had, for hundreds of years. Ancient, leaning brick buildings

huddled over the tiny streets, streets that all seemed to run down to the harbor. They were

paved with bumpy old cobblestones, the kind that made the boys’ teeth chatter when they rode

over them. But it was only three turns and a couple of blocks before they made it to the main

road leading out of town, Saint Anne’s Street. It was fairly easy pedaling from there, and there



weren’t any cars on the road—only a few trucks, four gray German army cars, and a delivery

van or two. Everyone else cycled, like Henrik and Peter, mainly because regular people hadn’t

been allowed to use their cars since the war started.Before they got far, though, Peter noticed

the bird basket on the back of Henrik’s bike starting to wiggle. It was coming loose from where

he had tied it onto the rack.“Hey, Henrik,” Peter called up to him. His friend was about five bike

lengths ahead and picking up speed. “The basket is coming loose, Henrik!”But Henrik didn’t

hear, so Peter pedaled faster, trying to catch up. His rubber hose of a tire only flapped harder,

though, and he had a terrible time just keeping up. Dumb rubber hose. When are we going to

get real tires again?The hoses were awful substitutes for real bicycle tires, but Peter had gotten

used to them. Ever since the war had started, and even a little before that, no one in the whole

country could get new tires for anything. The German war machine seemed to gobble up

everything made of rubber, so when things wore out—like the tires—Peter and his family had

to make do with homemade tires. Mr. Andersen came up with the idea of sewing together the

ends of a rubber hose with heavy twine and a sailmaker’s needle. And it worked, kind of.

Peter’s Uncle Morten, a fisherman, came up with the idea to use soft, heavy rope, braided

together around the tire rim. Both inventions looked pretty silly, but it was better than riding on

the rims, even though no one could go as fast on the pretend tires.Peter would have liked to go

a little faster. If Henrik didn’t stop real soon, or at least turn around to check on the basket, the

birds were going to take a tumble.“Henrik, hey, Henrik!” Peter shouted. But by then Henrik was

out of sight around a corner and pulling away. Sometimes I could just strangle him, if only I

could catch up.“Where are you going so fast?” came a voice right behind Peter. Startled, he

almost swerved off the street, which only made Henrik laugh and laugh.“Hey, real funny.” Peter

slowed down. “Where did you come from, anyway? I was just trying to catch up to tell you that

the basket was falling off.”
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kindred spirit, “Inspiring story of courage based on true historical event.. I so enjoyed this book.

I have read the historical reports of how the Danish people all worke together to save the some

7,000 living in Denmark. Hitler had promised that even though they occupied the country he

would not harm their Jewish people. He broke his promise and in just 48 hours the Danish

people hid the Jew,s or got them across the sea to Sweden. Because they did the right thing

only a few hundred were captured, that was bad but had they done nothing most would have

been lost.This story involves a family with twin 11yr olds, Peter and Elise. Peter's best friend is

Jewish. Peter's unclehas a fishing business and is working for the underground. When the time

comes it is such an exciting story of strength and courage you cannot put it down. The rescue

comes at a great cost but also reminds us that for evil to win good people do nothing. The

Danish people did something.The children were also training carrier pigeons at the time to race

and carry messages. They had some close calls with the Nazi's and could have gotten into big

trouble as everything was so closely watched at the times. I don't want to tell you much more

as it is such and exciting read and I would spoil it for you.This should be a must read for

everyone.”

Homeschooling Mama, “Riveting. Robert Elmer weaves a compelling story of Danish children

during World War II for the children of today. Mr. Elmer writes in such a way that you can feel,

hear and see the things happening to the characters. I was terrified with the characters at

some points and relieved at others. An excellent look at the Danish underground during WWII.

I will recommend this book to my pre-teen daughters for the excitement AND the history woven

into characters that they are sure to enjoy.”

Dart17, “An uplifting story!. I chose to read this series because of my Danish ancestors. I have

also visited Denmark, and like WWII history. This book is written for the pre-teen, but even at

60 years old I enjoyed this book. The author does a very good job of describing the

surroundings and events. I have read #2 in this series and I plan on reading all 6 books! I

would recommend it to pre-teens and those of us with an interest in Denmark. An easy read

for adults!”

Trish Winchel, “Very Good Read!. Although this book was intended for young readers, as a

retiree, I found it very interesting and enjoyable. The events were almost impossible, but we

know that many things happen that seem impossible, but for God. The history behind the story

is accurately portrayed and makes this series very educational. I highly recommend it for any

audience.”

Amanda Fraley, “Great Read. Very good book. It held my attention all throughout the story. I

loved every minute of it. I highly recommend this book for all ages.”

shelley Rubinstein, “My all time favorite!. This book series is my all time favorite to have my

teen aged students read. Solid history, wonderful narrative, good characterizations, and



thoroughly faithful to the most holy faith.”

PolkaDotsandPaisley, “We love these series!. My 8 year old daughter LOVES these books. We

are so happy when they come up as a free book because it is a nice surprise. However, we

willingly pay for them also when necessary. Good, clean Christian book with lots of adventure

and history.  Highly recommend!”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Great for children.. Excellent series for children, set in occupied Denmark

during WW II. Read them in order but each book is complete in itself. Good characters and

plots based on real history, some of which is given in more detail after the story.”

The book by Robert Elmer has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 65 people have provided feedback.
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